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“[…] they bury plates of iron in the ground and leave them there until in the course of time the rust has eaten out 
what is weak in the iron and what is left is only the most unyielding, and of this they then fashion excellent swords and 
such other objects as pertain to war. The weapon which has been fashioned in the manner described cuts through 
anything which gets in its way, for no shield or helmet or bone can withstand a blow from it, because of the 
exceptional quality of the iron.”       Diodorus Siculus, V, 33 

THE ORE 

1.- Manual ore recollection from the abandoned mine of Rocabruna (Gavà,  

Barcelona). There are open-air exploitation evidences during the full Iberian period, 

IVth century BC. (ÁLVARES, ESTRADA; 2009) 

2.- The used ore comes from a vein of Limonite with traces of Goethite (Fe3O(OH)) 

at 80%, and Haematite (Fe2O3) at 20%. 

3.- Manual ore picking, leaving it with the size of a nut. There was no previous 

toasting before the reduction inside the furnace 

4.- 50 kg. ore were prepared for the reduction process. 

5.- Manual carrying  in wicker baskets. 
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INTRO 

Since long Spanish archaeology heaves an unresolved matter in terms of weaponry experimentation from 

the Iberian pre-roman people. This poster, although being integrated inside a widest research line in 

reproducing the complete weaponry making process during Iberian times, only gathers one part of the 

study: the iron acquired by a direct reduction process from some few recovered archaeological evidences. 

However, from some of the most clearly documented evidences located in the Iberian settlement of Les 

Guàrdies (El Vendrell, Tarragona, Spain), dated from the last IIIrd Cent. B. C., we have been able to 

propose a hypothetical reconstruction of an iron-making furnace for experimentation. Despite having 

failed in our primordial objective of making iron, we have deduced some hypothesis, which although not 

definitive, can help us to approach the understanding of this major part of the iron and steel production in 

Iberian times. 

OBJECTIVES 

1.- Widen the acknowledgements in this field reproducing all the iron weaponry elaboration process 

from the Iberian age. 

2.- Study not only the main process (forge) but also the peripheral processes that were necessary to  

Different resources to document the Iberian 
Weaponry. Pottery iconographic, Sculptural 
iconographic and Archaeology.  

 

3.- Contrast empirically the classical authors references concerning the treatment of metal from the Iberian people. 

4.- Compare material samples obtained from archaeological evidences to define possible future methods of archaeometric researches. 

produce war weapons in the past (charcoal elaboration, extraction and ore treatment, reduction, etc), from the mine to the forge. 

 COMBUSTIBLE (WOOD AND CHARCOAL) 

- Manual recollection of dry White Pine tree wood (Pinus Halepensis) for the 

preheating of the furnace. (150 kg.). 

- Manual felling of olive trees (Olea Europaea) and wild olive trees (Olea Europaea 

Sylvestris), documented by carpological remains from the Iberian settlement of Les 

Guàrdies (RIGO, MORER; 1998). They are high-density woods (0’98 gr./ cm3) that 

produce very resistant and calorific charcoal.. 

- Manual construction of a coalbunker to combustion 750 Kg of wood, in this case, a 

ground excavated rectangular structure. 

- Manual extraction of charcoal ore after two days cooling (100 kg.). Loss of a small 

part (5%) mixed up with the covering soil. 

 

THE FREE-BREATHING FURNACE  (named ELTERKER) 

1.- Built with accurate and reliable archaeological document parameters. Materials: 

loamy soils with calcareous nodules (90%), horse faeces (8%), White pine tree ashes 

(Pinus Halepensis) (2%). 

2.- Innovation proposal: free ventilation system, independent from human resources 

for its feeding, except the loading of combustible and ore cycles. This proposal answers 

to the big dimensions of the possible documented furnace of Les Guàrdies, fact that 

immediately makes us think of the difficulties to ventilate mechanically a furnace of 

such size. Similar system  to some African furnaces from Mali. 

3. - Manual elaboration of 16 tuyeres (90 % clay, 10% horse faeces).  Sun-dried after 

72 hours. 12 employed. 

4.-Limit temperature 1.017 ºC. Insufficient charcoal. Uncompleted reduction process. 

FIRST CONCLUSIONS 

1.- The free-breathing furnaces require less human resources for their 

maintenance. A person with certain experience can supply and control various at 

a same time without many difficulties. 

2.- Higher chimney (to get a successful reduction thanks to the chimney effect) 

means higher internal volume that means higher productivity than assisted 

insufflation furnaces, because they allow further ore and coal loads. 

3.-Profit advantages by the mine. Possible ingot production for commerce. 

Feasible technical specialization of the craftsmen.  

 

… and the cons: 

1.- Substantial investments of time and materials in construction. 

2.- Too prolonged reduction process  (more than 40 hours). 

3.- Requires more specialized acknowledgements. 

Top-left, furnace from Les Guàrdies. Top-
center, ideal reconstruction of a free- 
breathing furnace (Dr. A. Alarcos). Top-right, 
ELTERKER releasing burning CO2. Top-right, 
opening. Down-center, evolution of the 
temperature of ELTERKER Top-right, two 
tuyeres with poorly reduced ore adhered on 
it. 

Different moments of the construction and combustion process of the free-breathig furnace  
ELTERKER. 
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